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When the design team here at EverLast Lighting set

out to develop the HL17B LED high bay line they knew it

needed to be engineered to not just work in a

variety of settings, but it had to outperform the

competition in even the most extreme of

environments. And from a heat and moisture

perspective, the world of natatoriums is about as

rugged as it gets.

  Natatorium facilities are environments which

frequently expose light fixtures to extreme levels of

humidity, often exceeding 90%. High ambient

temperatures and the risk of being splashed directly

with water by patrons of those facilities are other

common risk factors for lighting.

  These conditions are a struggle to reliably illuminate 

with traditional lighting and often specialized lighting

is chosen at a high expense to facility managers. 

 

 

The extreme demands of a natatorium facility can push the limits of 
traditional lighting to failure. But the patented design and IP65 rating of 

the EverLast HL17B LED high bay allows it to excel where others fail.

NATATORIUM READY

The EverLast Lighting HL17B LED high bay utilizes a

patented circular high bay design which allows for both

efficient heat dissipation and the ability for moisture and

fluids to pass through the heat sink. This design

means in the natatorium setting, high ambient

temperatures are mitigated passively, and errant

splashes run through the open heat sink removing

the potential for pooling.

  The optics packages offered with the HL17B LED

high bay do not impact the IP65 rating so regardless of

how it is configured, optimal lighting is achieved

without interfering with the robust weather sealing of

the unit. Add to this the ability to utilize indirect lighting

via inverted mounting options and the HL17B is truly the

pinnacle of natatorium lighting.

  And best of all, the HL17B can be purchased in

either a standard black powder coat finish, or for a

more refined and modern aesthetic, white powder

coating is available.


